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All-Natural Juice Drums

*From date of manufacture
**Must be thawed properly and used within 7 days 

INGREDIENTS PROGRAM

PRODUCT SPECS & ORDERING DETAILS

ITEM #

*Same product; cannot mix and match flavors

Lead Time to Ship

FROZEN REFRIGERATED

Ideal Applications
Perfect for customers offering 
juice products or using juice as 
ingredients in soups, baked 
goods, sauces, dressings, 
marinades, beverages, and 
microbrews.

100% pure, all-natural juice from freshly squeezed fruit
Minimally processed to maximize flavor
We only use hand selected, peak-season fruit
Year-round product consistency
No sugar, artificial ingredients, or preservatives are added
Pre-mix condensed available

All-natural clean label
Kosher certified and non-GMO
Select varieties offered nationally
Custom development & other fruit flavors available
55 gallon drums, filled with 48 gallons of juice,
and lined with two polyethylene liners 
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For more information:  786.646.9200   |    www.sunorchard.com

*From date of manufacture
**Thaw properly and use within 7 days

***Due to seasonality, juice color may vary
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No sugar, artificial ingredients, or preservatives are added
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